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LSAT PUBLICATIONS

“I have read the PowerScore LSAT Logical Reasoning and Logic Games
Bibles and they are awesome. I read many books on the LSAT from a number
of publishers and yours were truly the most effective in test preparation.”
Charles P. Autry

PowerScore LSAT
Logic Games Bible
The ultimate guide for attacking
the analytical reasoning section
of the LSAT— UPDATED AND

$51.99

PowerScore LSAT
Logical Reasoning Bible
The comprehensive how-to
manual for solving every type
of Logical Reasoning question.

541 pages.

$49.99

PowerScore
®

LSAT Private Tutoring:
Whether you need personalized lesson plans
designed for you, or you just need to work on a
few concepts, we can create a tutoring experience
that will address all of your LSAT difficulties. Our
tutors are the same people that teach our classes,
and every tutor has scored in the 99th percentile
on the actual LSAT. We offer one-on-one tutoring
in person, by telephone, or live online.

Admissions Counseling:

EXPANDED!

402 pages.

Additional Services

While your LSAT score and GPA will undeniably
be major factors in admissions, you can separate
yourself from the rest of the applicant pool by
assembling the most powerful application folder
possible. To do this you must have a perfect personal
statement, top-notch letters of recommendation,
and flawless overall presentation. PowerScore has
gathered a team of admissions experts—including
former law school admissions board members, top
lawyers, and students from top ten law schools—to
address your admissions counseling and personal
statement needs.

Please call (800) 545-1750 or
visit www.powerscore.com
for additional information.

Ultimate

LSAT
Preparation

FULL-LENGTH
WEEKEND
VIRTUAL
COURSES

PowerScore LSAT Reading
Comprehension Bible
The definitive guide to the
Reading Comprehension section
of the LSAT, featuring real LSAT
passages and questions!

360 pages.

$46.99

ORDER ONLINE OR CALL

(800) 545-1750

WWW.POWERSCORE.COM
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LSAT PREPARATION COURSES
Full-Length LSAT Course

Virtual LSAT Course

Weekend LSAT Course

The Full-Length LSAT Course provides you with the most
comprehensive preparation to attack the test. This course is
best if you prefer the energy and motivation of a small group
setting, have 8 weeks to prepare, and prefer a structured
study environment. The extensive schedule allows us to
cover every important LSAT concept in detail.

If you don’t live near one of our class locations, or if you prefer to
take a class from the comfort of your home or office, the Virtual
LSAT Course is a perfect solution. This live, online course offers
you the structure and group interaction of a classroom course,
without any schedule restrictions or travel requirements. You are
able to hear the instructor, see notes and questions on the online
whiteboard, ask questions both verbally and by instant messenger,
and interact with the instructor and fellow students by using the
headset we provide. This course is highly interactive and allows for
extensive personal attention.

The PowerScore Weekend LSAT Course is the most effective
short-term preparation available for the LSAT. This course is best
if you need a quick jumpstart into your LSAT preparation, need to
refine your LSAT techniques and approaches, or don’t have much
time to prepare.

80 hours of class time which includes 64 lecture
hours and 4 proctored practice tests
Instructors who have all scored in the 99th
percentile on the actual LSAT
Extensive course materials and homework
(over 3,000 pages)
Free LSAT Assistance Hotline for after-hours
help with homework
Comprehensive Online Student Center including
course supplements and practice test evaluations

30 hours of live online lessons
15 hours of additional instructor lectures
Instructors who have all scored in the
99th percentile on the actual LSAT
Detailed explanations for every homework
question and answer choice

Over 25 take-home LSATs

Course materials and homework shipped
to your home or office

All of our courses include the use of real
LSAT questions and practice
tests from Law Services

Comprehensive Online Student Center
with course supplements and
practice test scoring

$1195

Free two-way headset
for use during lessons
to communicate with
instructor and class
members

$995

16 hours of live, in-class instruction, scheduled
on a Saturday and Sunday of a single weekend
Instructors who have all scored in the 99th percentile
on the actual LSAT
Extensive course materials and homework
(over 600 pages of materials, including 8
take-home LSATs)
Comprehensive Online Student Center with
pre- and post-course supplements and
practice test scoring
Free email assistance for post course
homework assistance
Repeat the course for free within
a year, no strings attached
An incredible value for
16 hours of lecture!

$350

For additional information, class
locations, and course schedules call
(800) 545-1750 or visit www.powerscore.com.

